The State of Minnesota and the Minnesota Government Engineering Council (MGEC) are the parties that
jointly developed the compensation study in 2008. Initially the study considered wages and all other
benefits including health insurance, expenses, bonuses, awards and more. The written reports in 2008
and 2013 were mutually agreed to by the parties. MGEC in the position of writing an addendum to the
2017 Compensation Summary because the state’s representatives refused to agree to a report that the
parties could agree to. Failing that, the state’s representatives also refused to revert to a report format
used in the past.
The State sets the value of a position at the top step of the assigned wage range. Several of their
Compensation Managers have admitted this. Accordingly, Past summary reports reported the survey
findings for the minimum, average and maximum of each range. For those reasons, MGEC believes that
the same information needs to be reported in the 2017 summary report.

The employer’s argument to focus the report on the average responses artificially emphasis that
response and by implication discredits the validity of the minimum wage or the maximum wage.

The employer’s repeated comment that midpoint pay is the market rate is not factual. It’s a reflection of
the employer’s desired position that they would like readers to believe. When asked directly, the State
Compensation Managers will respond to a question admitting that the maximum of the range is the
value of the position in the State and many other public-sector compensation plan models. Because the
parties to the compensation study may have different perspectives, the study historically sought to
report actual compensation rates. By using tables to report the minimum, weighted average and
maximum for each classification the reader could choose for themselves what information to focus on.
MGEC believes the summary tables of the report lead the reader to focus on the average. They make the
reader do more work to focus on other information.
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